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Skokie
Swift

"toy Tliomas B-u.clc

'Ihe Commfet's hknd"

"Skokie Swift," the high-speed,

two-station commuter shuttle, began
service as a locally-sponsored mass
transportation demonstration project,

federally aided by the Department of

Housing and Urban Development. The

project rehabilitated five miles of

abandoned interurban railway extend-

ing to the Village of Skokie from main

line rapid transit at the Chicago city

limits and operated rail transit service

over this route. Skokie Swift now
continues as a part of the compre-

hensive mass transportation system

of metropolitan Chicago.

This final project report tells how
the project determined the effective-

ness and economic feasibility of

linking a fast-growing, medium
density suburban area with the central

city by rail rapid transit coordinated

with buses and private autos. It also

suggests criteria and guidelines use-

ful nationally to public officials,

transit operators, planners and others

in determining whether service of this

type should be provided elsewhere.

* HUD project ILL-MTD-1
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preface

During the two-year operational

phase of the Skokie Swift mass
transportation demonstration grant
project eight quarterly reports to the

U. S. Department of Housing and

Urban Development were published by
Chicago Transit Authority. These
reports, totalling 136 pages of text,

tables and photographs, were backed
up by seven technical supplements
containing 372 pages of underlying

data, analyses and pro c e dura 1

explanation.

This total of more than 5 00 pages
dealt in fine detail with almost every

aspect of the project. This final

report condenses and summarizes the

most useful inform a tion . It also

presents conclusions as drawn from

the point of view of the Chicago
Transit Authority.

The first chapter is a summary
drawing down the salient facts about
the project. Subsequent chapters go
into more detail , while the final
chapter gives the conclusions.

CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY



the repQ

Skokie Swift is a rail rapid transit

shuttle service that was developed as

one of the first transit mass transpor-

tation demonstration projects in the

United States involving the coopera-

tive sponsorship of the federal govern-

ment and a transit operator. As a

demonstration project authorized by

the National Housing Act of 1961 , the

service was provided on an experi-

mental basis during the two years
beginning in April 1964, between the

suburb of Skokie, Illinois, and the

rapid transit system of the city of

Chicago.
The major objective of the Skokie

Swift demonstration project was to

determine the effectiveness and eco-

nomic feasibility of linking a growing

suburban area of medium density to a

centralcity by meansof a rapid transit

shuttle. This shuttle service was co-

ordinated with the central city's transit

network and with suburban buses.

Further, through surveys and

studies, the Skokie Swift project also

had the objective of determining
guidelines and criteria that could be

useful to public officials, planners,

transit operators and others in their

consideration of service of this type

in large metropolitan areas.

Cooperating as sponsors of the

demonstration project were the Village

Government of Skokie, the Chicago

Transit Authority and the United States

Housing and Home Finance Agency.
The HHFA subsequently became the

Department of Housing and Urban De-
velopment.

Five miles of an abandoned elec-

trified rail route were rehabilitated and
utilized for the shuttle service, which
extended between an existing major

rapid transit terminal at the Chicago
city limits and a new outer terminal

in the suburb of Skokie. Several years

previously, the use of this suburban

rail route as a rapid transit extension

had been recommended by the Chicago
Area Transportation Study.

Aparking lot with a fee of 25 cents

was constructed at the outer terminal

in Skokie as a convenience to Skokie

Swift riders and as an inducement to

motorists to complete their trips to

the central city by rapid transit. This

Park' n' Ride lot, with spaces for 555

autos, is used to capacity on week-
days and at other times of heavy travel.

It includes a Kiss'n'Ride area where
transit riders are dropped off and
picked up by auto. Space also is

provided for the loading and unloading

of buses serving as "feeders" to the

rapid transit shuttle service.

All of the Skokie Swift trains are

of one-man operation. The trains con-

sist of single cars or three-section

articulated cars. Either type averages



a speed of 46 miles per hour in the

nonstop runs between the Dempster
terminal in Skokie and the Howard
terminal at the Chicago city limits.

Service is provided during weekdays
and Saturdays, with the greatest fre-

quency of trains being scheduled dur-

ing the rush periods of the morning
and late afternoon. Some special

service is provided on certain Sundays
as a convenience to football fans

traveling to professional games in

Chicago.

The adult fare was 45 cents for a

one-way ride on Skokie Swift during

the two years of the demonstration

project. This fare represented a 20

cent charge for the Skokie Swift serv-

ice (and a transfer, if desired) in

addition to the then-basic Chicago
transit fare of 25 cents. During and
between rush periods, fares are col-

lected at cashier booths on station

platforms , while after about 7 PM fares

are collected by fare box on the Skokie

Swift trains. At the terminal at the

Chicago city limits, there is a free

across-the-platform transfer to the

rapid transit trains south to downtown
Chicago, the south side and north to

Evanston and Wilmette.
A special public r e 1 a t io n s and

advertising program was carried out

during the months before and after the

start of the Skokie Swift service. This

promotional program utilized the media
of newspapers, radio and television.

The use of the "name-train" title of

SKOKIE SWIFT for the new rapid transit

shuttle service was considered to be
especially noteworthy. It caught on
quickly with the public. For instance,

the name SKOKIE SWIFT soon began to

appear as a promotional feature in real

estate ads for that area.

In terms of passenger volume, the

sponsors of the Skokie Swift demon-
stration project believed that the new
service was successful from the first

day of operations on April 20, 1964.

The predecessor commuter interurban

service which was abandoned more
than a year previously had been pa-
tronized by only 1500 riders a day.

The planners of the Skokie Swift proj-

ect believed the new service would
possibly generate 1000 riders per day
after a few weeks and 1500 riders after

six months

.

On the first day, however, Skokie

Swift was patronized by 3939 riders.

Patronage continued to increase, and
by the end of the first year, Skokie

Swift was averaging 6000 riders per

weekday. By the end of the two years

of the demonstration project, riding

increased to a level of about 7000
riders. Because the sponsors con-
sidered the demonstration project to

be successful, the Skokie Swift serv-

ice was continued by the Chicago
Transit Authority as a new part of its

permanent operations. By the end of

the third year, the patronage of Skokie
Swift had increased to 7500 riders

per weekday, and riding was still

increasing.

While transit may hope for major

"breakthroughs" in technology, the

sponsors of Skokie Swift believed that

this demonstration project showed that

even a modest undertaking involving

the proper application of known means
and techniques can be successful in

meeting a particular transportation

need. 333333



The Village of Skokie is a near-in

Chicago suburb which was settled

more than 100 years ago, but which
did not undergo great growth until

after World War II. This growth has
included industrial and commercial
construction as well as residential

development.
Embracing an area of 10 square

miles, Skokie had a population of

65,281 when a special census was
made in June, 19 62. That was about

a year before planning was started for

the Skokie Swift demonstration project

By June, 19 64, which was about two
months after the Skokie Swift service

began, the Skokie population had
increased to 68,865. The latest

census, as of June, 1967, showed a

population of 70, 178.

Along with the growth in population

,

there has been an increase in light

industry in Skokie. A census of

manufactures in 195 8 listed a total of

174 establishments employing 12,524
persons, as compared with 6253
employes in 1954. Many of these
establishments were of companies
relocating from Chicago into new
single-story plants. Two of the first

modern s ho pping centers of the

Chicago area also were built in Skokie

.

Although Skokie has had consid-

erable industrial development, its

proximity to Chicago has shaped much
of its de velo p m e nt as a dormi-

tory suburb. In 1960, 56% of all

workers in Skokie worked in the city

of Chicago. The population of Skokie,

according to the census of that year.



consisted primarily of middle-income
white-collar workers living in single

family houses. In 1960, 75% of the

employed males were engaged in
white-collar occupations, and the
median family income was $9,703.
81% of the 1960 housing units were
owner occupied, and 75% were in

single family structures. Another
1 3% of the housing units were in

three or four-unit apartment
structures.

During the post-World War II growth

period, residents of Skokie depended
mostly upon private automobiles as

the principal means of transportation

even though mass transportation fa-

cilities to and from the central city of

Chicago were available. One indi-

cation of this dependency upon the

private automobile was the fact that

car ownership averaged 1.4 cars per

household. Adding to an apparent
preference for the private automobile
was the fact that Skokie was among
the first of the Chicago area suburbs
to be linked with Chicago by a modern
expressway. The Edens expressway
was opened in 1951, providing Skokie
and other north suburbs with a new
connection to the northwest side of

Chicago. Then, in 1960 the express-
way connection wa s extended to down-
town Chicago with the opening of the

Kennedy expressway.
Skokie had had both rapid transit

and interurban commuter service be-
ginning in the mid-1 920s. The rapid

transit service, which began on March
28, 1925, was provided by the Chicago
Rapid TransitCompany which was then
controlled by a major electric utility

company. It subsequently became
part of the publicly-owned Chicago
Transit Authority. The rapid transit

1925

1963

Rail passenger routes serving

Skokie, and their stations.



Skokie (Niles Center) in 1924,

looking east from Gross Point
Road with Oakton Street at

the right. Future route of

Skokie Swift lay across the

fields and gardens in

the background.

(photo: Armond D. King)

ELEVATED
STATION
SITE

The bleakness of flat prairie

was all there was to be
seen at East Prairie Road

in late 1924 - when the

Niles Center 'L' was
being built.

A small but optimistic group

welcomed the opening of

'L' service to Dempster
Street on March 28, 1925.

But n 1948 patronage was too

low to meet even out-of-

pocket costs of the old

Toonerville Trolleys, so

buses replaced them.



service wa s provided over a new right-

of-way extending five miles from a

junction with the Chicago elevated

system at the Howard street terminal

at the city limits to a suburban ter-

minal at Dempster street, Skokie.

Then, on June 5, 1926, the Chicago
North Shore and Milwaukee Railroad,

also controlled by the electric utility

company, began operating also over

the Howard-Dempster right-of-way as

part of a new Skokie Valley route for

interurban service to Milwaukee.

The rapid transit service to Demp-
ster street wa s provided largely for the

purpose of promoting the residential

development of the then sparsely set-

tled area of Skokie. Farm land was
subdivided into thousands of lots, but

the real estate boom was short-lived

because of the economic depression
that began in 1929. The rapid transit

service, for which there were nine

stations, never was successful. In

its best year the rapid transit service

to Dempster street was patronized by
only 700,000 riders.

InMarch, 1948, the Chicago Transit

Authority , which rented trackage rights

in Skokie from the North Shore railroad

,

ceased the rapid transit service to

Dempster as a result of a protracted

strike by North Shore Line employes.
In place of the rapid transit service,

the CTA substituted buses, but the

buses were routed to other areas of

Skokie where homes had been built.

Patronage of the bus route quickly
doubled that of the former rapid transit

service simply because the buses went
where the people were. With a popu-
lation of less than 14,000, Skokie in

1948 had not yet experienced the

largest part of the post-war building

boom. The lots close to the rapid
transit route, which had been sold

first in the real estate boom of the

192 0s, had become largely tax delin-
quent andtherefore were not available

for construction. No Park' n' Ride fa-

cilities had been provided at the rapid

transit stations, all of which made the

rapid transit service inaccessible to

many residents of Skokie. Before it

was discontinued, the rapid transit

service, operating 24 hours a day from

nine stations, was patronized by only

1700 riders a day.



Limited trains of the North Shore Line, some complete with dining facilities, catered primarily to

Chicago-Kenosha-Racine-Milwaukee passengers but also served Skokie until 1963.

The North Shore Line continued its

commuter interurban service through

Skokie and other suburbs, but it, too,

began encountering increasing diffi-

culties. Although the populations of

Skokie and the other suburbs were
increasing, the North Shore incurred

increasing losses in both passengers
and revenues . The reductions in riding

and losses in revenue were attributed

by North Shore officials largely to the

opening of new expressways. On
January 21,1963, the North Shore Line

,

after five years of public hearings
involving objections by commuters and

Skokie and other suburbs, was per-

mitted to cease its interurban service.

By that time , the North Shore Line com-
muter service was being patronized

by only 1500 riders a day, in both

directions, in Skokie. The growing

population of Skokie then became com-
pletely dependent upon the private

automobile and a few bus routes.

The Village of Skokie had been one
of the most active of the suburbs which
had opposed the abandonment by the

North Shore Line of its commuter serv-

ice. After this service was discon-

tinued, the Mayor and Trustees of

Skokie began working toward the crea-

tion of a new rail service to Dempster
street over five miles of the right-of-

way abandoned by the North Shore Line.



chapter ill

the skokie swift plan

The Skokie Mayor and Trustees ap-

pealed to the Chicago Transit Authority

as the appropriate agency for reviving

the rail transit service. In support of

the proposal to the CTA, the village

board of Skokie also offered to meet

part of the cost of the new service.

The CTA Board was sympathetic to

the Skokie proposal, especially in

view of the willingness of a major

suburb not only to work for transit

service, but also to offer to pay part

of the cost. CTA officials, who were

well aware of a general need for ex-

panding and improving transit, re-

Congestion on northbound Kennedy expressway
near downiown Chicago in early afternoon is

indicative of need for alternatives for travel

to north and west.

called that the revival of rapid transit

service to Dempster street had been
recommended a few years earlier by

the Chicago Area Transportation Study

as a worthwhile urban transportation

improvement.
The Transit Authority also was in

the position of having to acquire 2.7

miles of the abandoned North Shore

Line right-of-way regardless of

whether service was to be restored.

This section of right-of-way, which
represented slightly more than half

the distance to Dempster street, was
needed by the CTA as a permanent
connection between the Howard street

elevated terminal at the Chicago city

limits and its large shops in Skokie

for repairing rapid transit cars.

Previously, the CTA had used the

North Shore Line tracks to and from

the repair shops under a rental

arrangement with the railroad.

CTAofficials also believed that the

Skokie proposal offered an opportunity

for a fresh working test to determine

the traffic potentials of a rapid transit

shuttle service in an area of medium
population density . The National

Housing Act of 1961, with a new
provision for federal financial
assistance to cities and transit

operators for mass transportation

demonstration pro j ect s , offered a

further opportunity for such a test.



The planning department of the

CTA proposed a plan designed to

provide the maximum of rapid transit

service with the least number of cars

and men and to obtain a maximum
utilization of a minimum amount of

plant. The objective was to provide

a nonstop, high-speed service that

would reduce travel time below that

of any competitive alternative. The

principal features of the p 1 a n were
as follows:

- Operate a shuttle rapid transit

rail service for the five miles

between the Howard elevated

terminal at the Chicago city

limits and a new station at

Dempster street, Skokie, on
Monday through Friday be-

tween the hours of 6 AM and
10 PM only.

- Use prototype high-performance

cars, four of which were on the

CTA property.
- Have only the two terminal sta-

tions . With the station spacing

of five miles, the scheduled
speed would be 46 miles per

hour . The running time between
the two terminals would be 6|
minutes.

- Operate single rapid transit cars

with one-man crews.
- Build a Park' n' Ride lot at the

outer terminal at Dempster
street. Such a facility would
eliminate a need for interme-

diate stations, and would
encourage more patronage than

could be expected from
"walk-in" traffic alone. The
Park' n' Ride lot would be only

I mile from a traffic inter-

change of Edens expressway,
from which motorists might be

attracted to the rapid transit

shuttle

.

- Extend Skokie bus line #97 to

"feed" the Dempster terminal

from the south and also to

connect with a modern shop-
ping center known as Old
Orchard, about one mile to the

north of the terminal.
- Charge an adult fare of 45 cents

for the rapid transit shuttle

service. By making a con-
venient across-t he-platform
transfer at the Howard termi-

nal , the Skokie Swift rider
would be entitled to make a

continuous journey to virtually

all parts of the CTA network of

bus and rapid transit routes.

The child fare (under 12 years)

for the rapid transit shuttle
service would be 29 cents.

The adult and child fares would
be the same as those for using

the existing CTA Skokie bus
line #97 in conjunction with

rapid transit or bus service

south of Howard street.

- Pre-collect the fares with cash-
iers on the station platforms

in rush periods. At other times

collect on the rapid transit
cars by fare box.

- Charge a modest fee of 25 cents

foreachuseof the Park'n'Ride

lot at the Dempster terminal.

On December 20, 1963, the Chicago
Transit Authority announced that a for-

mal request had been filed with HUD
(then HHFA) for a federal grant of

$349, 217 to pay two-thirds of the es-
timated $523,825 netcostof a two-year
demonstration project providing rapid

transit service to Dempster street in

Skokie. The remaining $174,609 of

10



"Downtown" Skokie, af Oakfon Street and
Hiles Center Road is the bub of village

administrative activity. It is served by
buses of CTA and Evanston Bus Company.

the netcost would be split, $137,415
(26.23%) being borne by the CTA, and
$37,193 (7.10%) by the Village of

Skokie.

As stated in the application to HUD

,

the project had these two major ob-
jectives:

l."To determine the effectiveness

and economic feasibility of

linking a fast-growing, medi-
um-density suburban area with

the central city by means of a

high-speed rail rapid transit

extension coordinated with
suburban buses and with the

central city's extensive transit

network

.

'To develop through surveys and
studies criteria and guidelines

useful nationally to public

officials, planners, transit
operators, and others in deter-

mining whether service of this

type should and can be pro-

vided in large metropolitan

areas." 333333

11
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It was estimated that the net cost

would be $523,825 for the two years
of the demonstration project. The
estimate of the net cost included
rehabilitation, improvements, inter-

est , depreciation , promotion , studies ,

and operation and maintenance, less
revenues from fares, which were
allocated to the project at a rate of

20 cents per rider, and less all of the

receipts from the Park' n' Ride lot.

Federal legislation at that time did
not permit HHFA (HUD) to participate
in the capital outlay of acquisition of

the right-of-way. The CTA purchased
from the North Shore Line the five

miles of right-of-way, signals, track,

cables, buildings and other appur-
tenances inan"as-is" condition from
the junction at the Howard 'L' terminal
to the south building line at Dempster
street for a net price of $1.7 million.

Rail operating and maintenance
costs for the pro j ec t were to be
charged to the project at the average
cost per revenue car mile of the CTA'

s

system-wide rapid transit operations .

The project also was to pay all costs
of operating and maintaining the
Park' n' Ride lot, including the services
of traffic policemen at the driveways
inrush periods. Also set forth as

project costs were a special promo-
tional pro g r a m and comprehensive
studies to assess the results of the

demonstration project.

The net price of $1.7 million was
computed after the sale of certain

permanent easement rights for elec-

trical power lines to Commonwealth
Edison Company, the owner of

adjacent right-of-way. Depreciation
reserve funds of the Transit Authority

were used for this purchase.

The fixed plant and cars were
made available by the CTA to the

project. Instead of rent for these
facilities, the CTA would receive

interest on the investment. For the

fixed plant, such as the right-of-way,

this interest payment would be pro-

rated for the project to cover only the

2 . 7 mile portion between the Skokie
rapid transit rep a ir shops and the

Dempster terminal . A minimal program
of rehabilitation, including construc-

tion of the station platforms and the

Park'n'Ride lot at the Dempster
terminal, was d e s ig na t ed as an
expense of the project. Another

project expense set forth was the

fitting of the rapid transit cars with

special devices peculiar to the

Skokie Swift operation.

12



Here is the budget as submitted
with the projection application.

Five revisions were requested
over the project Hie to keep
abreast of its service require-

rr}ent growth.

SERVICE IMPROVEMENT COSTS
Operation of Skokie Swift train

service and Park'n'Ride lot

CONSTRUCTION OR RENTAL CONTRACTS
Rehabilitation of Skokie line

Interest in lieu of rental of

right-of-way and equipment

Construction of Park'n'Ride lot

OTHER PROJECT COSTS
Data collection,analysis and reporting

Skokie

NIPC

Promotional Activities

Total

Contingencies

TOTAL PROJECT BUDGET

$42,253

190,800

80,132

67.875

338,807

17,075

29,010

41,880

87,965

54,800

$523,825

The initial buciget request was put

together from revenue estimates based
on traffic carried on the predecessor
rail service in 1962, when it last

operated. In October 1962 it had
served about 7 00 riders each way
at Dempster station and about 500

more each way at Harmswoods and
Glenview, the next two stations
north of Dempster. This had been a

decline of perhaps 20% from the

December 1958 level, a drop probably

largely due to the diversionary impact
on train riding of the completion of

Edens-Kennedy expressway system
between northern suburbs and the

center of Chicago.
Although absence of rail service

in Skokie for more than a year had
given time for non-rail travel habits

to harden, it seemed reasonable that

the demonstration project service
would generate 731 , OOOriders in two
years: about 1000 riders per day for

the first quarter, 1200 per day the

second quarter and 1500 or more
thereafter.

Park'n'Ride receipts were
estimated on the basis of 75% to

85% occupancy of 380 spaces on
weekdays.

Operating expenses were based on
requiring about 255,000 car miles of

single-car train service to serve the

anticipated load. Depreciation and
equipment costs assumed that a

four-car fleet would be adequate.
Rehabilitation CO St s were based

on visual appraisal of the condition

of an old property which, as pre-

viously mentioned, had not been
operated for more than a year. They
were also based on the presumption
that there would be a relatively light

schedule of 5 round trips per day,

five days per week.
Revenues and costs as actually

run and budget c ha ng e s to reflect

the development of the project are

discussed in chapter EX.

13



Old Orchard, modern regior)al shopping

center, one mile (and no extra

charge) by feeder bus from Dempster
Skokie Swift terminal.

^Orrhn
rrl i<.'
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On January 27, 1964, HUD approved
plans for the demonstration project

and a u thorl z ed the federal grant.

Participation in the net cost was
divided as follows:

U. S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development. ...66.67%

Chicago Transit Authority. .26.23%
Village of Skokie 7.10%
The Chicago Transit Authority was

designated the grantee and manager
of the pro j ect . The CTA also was
responsible for rehabilitation, main-
tenance and operation of the rail line

and the rapid transit shuttle service.

Skokie was assigned to construct,

maintain and operate the Park' n' Ride

lot. Theridership promotional program

was handled jointly by the CTA and

Skokie. The study program was di-

vided among the CTA, the Northeastern

Illinois Planning Commission and the

Chicago Area Transportation Study,

the latter of which contributed its

services at no cost to the project.

To expedite the demonstration
project, HUD made an important
suggestion — that one person be
given the assignment of Project

Manager, with responsibility and
authority for getting the project

ready for operation and managing its

operation, promotion and the study

program. 33333^
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chapter V
right-of-way and rehabilitation

The five miles of right-of-way for

the Skokie Swift rapid transit service

consisted of a combination of one

mile of deep "open cut," beginning

at the Howard terminal; two miles of

high embankment, and two miles at

surface or grade level as the approach

to the Dempster street terminal. In

1924, the North Shore Line spent
approximately $6 million in creating

this five miles of right-of-way. To

assemble and create such a right-of-

way today, it probably wou 1 d cost

more than twice that amount, or at

least $15 million. The construction

of the right-of-way by the North Shore

Line involved especially heavy work,

including the construction of a steel

viaduct 82 feet long and the handling

of more than 360,000 cubic yards of

earth. As explained previously, the

net purcha se price of the right-of-way

by the CTA was $1.7 million.

Although it represented a bargain

to the CTA, the right-of-way was not

without fault from the standpoint of

an ideal route for rail rapid transit

operations. For one thing, half of the

right-of-way was electrified with the

third rail, while the other half had

overhead trolley wires. Instead of

being completely grade-separated,

the right-of-way has seven grade

crossings for streets in the two-mile

section at surface level.

Preparations for the Skokie Swift

service were carried out as quickly

aspossible. All of the work was done

15



Upper left -

Condition of station facilities

at Dempster at the start of

rehabilitation in February 1964.

Upper right •

Similar derelict state of tracks

and signals after more than a

year of abandonment.

Center -

Rehabilitation continued after

operation began even though

the work then had to be done
on Sundays when trains were
not operated. Here the track

and pavement is being renewed
at Main street.

Lower left -

This shows the completed
appearance of a similar

rehabilitation job at East
Prairie Road.



\s on a main line railroad, automatic crossing gates, with

nterconnected motorman' s signal lights, give priority to train —
yassengers at the seven grade crossings. Rehabilitation work
ncluded installation of fifteen new gates like these at Niles
Center Road,

bytheCTA except for the development
of the Park' n' Ride lot, which was
assigned to the Village of S k o k i e .

A specially designed remote con-

trol pan trolley was developed by the

CTAto permit the operator of a Skokie

Swift train to make the transition
between trolley and third rail while

proceeding at full speed.

A line car, which was prepared in

advance of the project grant, was used
for the necessary construction and
modification of the trolley wires . In

general, the abandoned North Shore

Line tracks were in good condition.

The rehabilitation consisted of r a i 1

surface grinding, debris cleanup and
tightening of planking at grade cross-

ings . A spring-and-return switch was
installed at the Dempster terminal to

form a turnback, which was provided

with a bumping post at the end of the

tail track. Unused track and switches

were removed to eliminate possible

sources of vandalism.

The signal system had proved to

be especially vulnerable to vandalism
since the abandonment of the North
Shore operations a year before. Most
signal and switch stand lenses and
lamps had to be replaced, as well as

some relays. Other work involved
fencing and drainage and the recon-
ditioning of a substation, feeders and
the third rail. Automatic crossing
gates at seven grade crossings were
reconditioned and activated. Later,

the automatic gate equipment, which
was 30 years old, was replaced at six

crossings.

A completely new station was built

at the Dempster street terminal to

provide high level platforms for the

rapid transit cars . Two platforms were
built, one for arriving trains and the

other for departing trains . A new
design was developed to provide
windbreaks and canopy coverings
utilizing formed H-beams and corru-

gated fiberglass. The platforms were

17



made of creosoted timber. A portion

of the outbound platform provided a

shelter with quartz-tube electric
r a dia nt heaters overhead. A self-

service push button was installed to

provide five minutes of heat upon

demand. The platforms were lighted

with fluorescent fixture s, and the

footwalks with mercury-vapor lights

.

Ageneral contract of approximately

$100, 000 for building the Park'n'Ride

lot was the largest contract in the

preparations for the Skokie Swift

service. An old lOO-space parking

area, with coarse crushed stone, was
situated immediately to the east of

the rail right-of-way and just to the

south of Dempster street. This area

was enlarged into a new 3 85 -car lot

designed to modern standards. The

area was gr a de d and paved with

asphalt. It was lighted by mercury-

vapor fixtures. Steel bumper guards

were provided to delineate parking
spaces, and concrete aprons and

curbing were installed at entrances

and exits. Automatic electric
gates were installed to provide free

entrance at two points, and two other

such gates, activated upon the

payment of the fee of 25 cents, were

installed for the exit. The Park'n'Ride

lot was later twice enlarged during

the two years of the demonstration

project to its final capacity of 555

cars.

By March 1964, the Park'n'Ride

lot contractor had completed
rough grading and was

installing the drainage system.

Early spring snow then made
paving work impossible for

several weeks.

Only a week from opening day

paving got under way with the

first break in weather on

April 11.



The completed lot as it appeared
at 10 AM on opening day,

April 20, 1964.

Enlargement work was under-

taken within a few days and
then repeated once. On May 4,

1964, when this photo was
made, the need was so urgent

that parking was permitted in

this extension area even before

construction was completed.

Park'n'Ride space at this

writing continues in short

supply.

It wa s recognized that the maximum
momentum of enthusiasm and support

for the project could be gained by

getting it into service quickly once
the grant was authorized. Therefore,

rehabilitation and construction work
was separated into that which had to

be done before operations could begin

and that which could be carried out

under traffic or during the normal night

and weekend service gaps. The first

class of work was completed in about

ten weeks, a rather substantial task,

especially in winter weather.

The remainder of the planned re-

habilitation work wa s completed
within a few additional weeks but

there then appeared additional

classes of contingency work related

to the unexpectedly rapid rate of

growth of traffic on the line. Addi-

tional capacity had to be provided

quickly. This required, for example,

adaptation of more cars for the

special requirements of the S k o k i e

Swift line. It similarly required

enlargement of the station platforms

and of the Park'n'Ride lot.

Atthe same time service was more
than doubled over planned levels to

accommodate the unexpected demand.
This intense use quickly revealed the

need for additional rehabilitation

work which might have been avoided

under lighter traffic. In this category

were such jobs as crossing gate re-

placement, grade crossing rebuilding

and signal cable renewal.
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Upper left -

Overhauling the rotary

converter at Skokie substation,

February 1 1, 1964.

Upper right -

Installing turnout for reversing

trains at Dempster terminal,

March 10, 1964.

Center -

Installing trolley wires in

bitter cold kept two expert

work crews busy in late

March 1964.

Lower left -

Building station platforms

carried on right through spring

snow on March 30, 1964.



As a result of the combination of

these requirements, construction and

rehabilitation jobs of o ne kind or

another were in progress on Skokie

Swift over the entire project life.

They have also continued beyond the

project to the time of this report. A
signof the vitality of the Skokie Swift

is that the process of change and

improvement should continue in the

future

.

A representative sampling of the

rehabilitation and construction work

involved in the project is illustrated

by the spread of photographs
accompanying this chapter. A plan

and profile of the route together

with a table summ.arizing the work
done by location follows. The cost

of rehabilitation and construction

work is detailed in chapter IX,

Financial Results. 3 3 3 3 3 3

Signal, communicafion and station lighting

cables were being installed while the iirst

test run of car #7 through to Dempster was
being made on March 30, 1964.

By April 10, training trips were being made
to qualify men for train operation, and platform

construction was nearing completion at

Dempster. The arriving platform is at left;

the southbound platform, at right.

Overhead electric radiant heat is provided on
a portion of the southbound platform.

In the fall of 1964, the platforms were extended
to accommodate the use of 88-foot-long

articulated cars. All of the platform work
was done with simple materials and plain

design, in keeping with the minimal budget
approach of a test project.



Principal features of the track alitiement of the route and
construction and rehabilitation work accomplished during

the project are summarized on these pages.

PROFILE
MILES FROM DEMPSTER

i^DEMPSTER

DEMPSTER
PARK'N'RIDE

LOT

WORK DONE BY (or in connection with) THE PROJECT

Cleared land, graded and installed complete paved Park'n'Ride

lot, with electric parking gates, for 419 cars and 2 buses.

Expanded lot twice to a total of 555 cars and 2 buses. In-

stalled stielter at bus stop. Installed promotional electric

sign at driveway entrance.

Rearranged track layout. Built two new platforms and later

lengthened both platforms. Installed fare collection booth

and later changed to two agent booth. Installed self service

radiant heat on platform. Installed newsstand. Installed

new catenary trolley.

NILES CENTER Replaced crossing gates.

Demolished unused station. Replaced crossing gates. Over-

hauled and modified substation.

Grooved pavement through crossing. Installed crossing gates.

Removed turnout.

Removed unused turnout. Replaced and relocated crossing

gates. Demolished unused station. Replaced signal cable.

Demolished unused station. Replaced crossing gates. In-

stalled sidewalks. Removed unused turnouts. Modified catenary

trolley around curve.

TRACK MAP

OPERATES ON TROLLEY WIRE

1522:
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Good community relations and
safety of operation, important

objectives of Skokie Swift,

were both improved by the

demolition, in June 1964, of

four abandoned station

buildings between the tracks

adjacent to grade crossings.

Last used for passengers

some sixteen years previously,

these shabby buildings were

out-of-tune with the fine

suburban atmosphere of Skokie.

The view of trains, vehicles

and pedestrians was badly

impaired by these buildings.

Notice in the photo upper

left, taken from a train

approaching Oakton street,

there is an auto barely visible

in the crossing. The lower

photo shows the visibility

improvement at the same
location after demolition of

the old building.

Neat chain link fence was
installed to control trespassing

along Skokie Swift tracks near

new homes at Dodge avenue
in Evanston.
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chapter VI

car equipment

Although car development was not

included as an objective oftheSkokie

Swift mass transportation demonstra-

tion grant project, it is an important

part of the story. CTA, in its own
research program, has carried forward

the basic development of high per-

formance car equipment continuously

from 1947. Its efforts, intensified in

1960, led to the manufacture of four

prototype cars which were to be the

basis of Skokie Swift car service.

The high traffic results of the project

led, of course, to equipment shortage

and other problems reviewed in this

chapter.

CTA recognized from the beginning

of its operations in 1 947 that retaining

present riders and gaining new ones

for its rapid transit system would be

dependent in a large way upon its

ability to improve the speed of opera-

tion. The average transportation

customer spends his dollars to save
time not to spend time on transit.
Dependability, convenience, comfort

and safety are other extremely impor-

tant requirements of successful

service. Speed, however, more than

the others can also be made to con-
tribute another e s s entia 1 quality:

increased productivity of manpower
and equipment.

Each principal design of cars built

under CTA' s administration has incor-

porated performance improvements
leading to decreased running times.

The first all-electric PCC (President' s

Conference Committee) cars of 1947

and 1948 provided improved accelera-

ting rate, top speed and braking

rate and achieved ru n n i ng time
reductions of up to 20% compared to

prior cars. These first cars , CTA's

5 000- series, were 3-compartment
articulated cars.

First all-electric PCC rapid

transit cars for Chicago
underwerit their trial runs in

1948. They represent the

first of a series of steps

leading to the high-performance
cars of 7968.
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Socicbone of CTA's rapid transit fleet,

the 6000-series cars were built over

the decade I950-J959. Here are some
of the first delivered, photographed

during performance tests in October

1950.

Although there were only four of them,

they immediately proved the practi-

cality of the all-electric PCC car in

rapid transit applications. They were
followed by 770 PCC cars bought in

several lots between 195 and 1960.

This second type, CTA's 6000-

series, was built in two-car
permanently-coupled sets. Quarter-

point doors and corresponding seating

arrangements provided further slight

improvement in running time perform-

ance by minimizing station standing

(dwell) time. An interesting side

light about the 6000-series is that

some 52 of them were built from

salvage components of PCC street
cars that had become unacceptable
(through no fault of their own) by the

increase in city street traffic result-

ing from the nearly four-fold increase

in automobile registration in Chicago
that followed the war.

The third type of PCC car in

Chicago is the 1-50 series, which is

similar to the 6000-series but with

double-end car bodies arranged for

either one-man operation as single
cars or motorman/conductor operation

when made into multiple-unit trains

of any length. These cars were also

built from the salvage of street cars.

In 1955 it beca me apparent that

performance capabilities of PCC com-
ponents would need to be exceeded in

future designs. Two two-car units of

the 6000-series were equipped with

high-speed motors and controls.

Cars 6127 to 6130 were reequipped in

the 1955 test program for 75 mpb. They
are shown here in extra-fare Evanston
service during September 1965.
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Custom builf cars 1-4 as fhey

appeared during 1960 qualifica-

tion tests. At the time a

specified location for using

these cars in regular service

had not yet been determined.

Althoughthey can deliver 100 hp each,

all the motors were dimensionally the

same as the 55 hp motor used in the

PCC cars. Where the 300 volt DC
PCC motors were permanently con-

nected two in series, the 100 hp
motor pairs of two in series were

further switched two pairs in series

to start, then in parallel for extended

high acceleration and top speeds
up to 75 mph. This combination
of motors and control extended

the desired 3 mile-per-hour-per-

second accelerating rate u p to 3

mph from the 15 mph top speed for

straight-line acceleration of the

PCC car.

For these cars, wheel diameter of

28" and gear ratio of 6.14:1 was

adopted, compared to 26" and 7.17:1

for the standard PCC car.

Extensive test operation wit h

these modified 6000-series cars

,

including a period of assignment to

a regularly scheduled Evanston
"Shoppers Special" service, indicated

the need for further development and

test of alternates.

Therefore , high performance motors

and controls, further refined from the

1955 test, were ordered on cars

numbered 1 through 4 of the 1960

order. It was also decided to test

new truck designs at the same time,

and each of these cars was provided

with trucks of a different design.

The accompanying table details some
principal comparisons of the cars.

Some comparative specifica-

tions of cars used on Skokie
Swift OS they were during

most of the project life.

Continuing developmental
work has since yielded
further changes in some
particulars.



Two views of the remote-control pan trolley

developed so that one-man cars could operate,

without stopping, between sections of line

powered by third rail and overhead trolley.

Note airfoil below collector shoe, which
serves to maintain pressure against trolley

wire needed to collect current at speed.

When the Skokie Swift plan was
conceived, these cars were the

logical choice for it. In addition to

having high performance capability,

they were a da p ta ble to one-man
operation. The only significant work
that was required to modify them for

the project was to equip them to

operate from overhead trolley as well

as third rail and to add registering

fare boxe s for on-train revenue
collection.

One of the first problems to be
solved was that of the trolley power
collector. Since the project was to

feature non-stop operation with one-
man cars, a new way had to be found
to change from the third rail with
which the line was powered east of

Crawford to the overhead trolley west
of East Prairie. North Shore Line had
used ordinary trolley poles, but rais-

ing or lowering them was a manual
job that had to be done from the rear

of a car.

As an alternate, a pan trolley was
developed in the CTA's shop. It

resembles in a general way the bow
trolley oc c a s iona 1 ly found on
European or Japanese tramways.

The device consists of two stand-

ard trolley poles with spring bases,
mounted parallel and joined by a light

frame supporting a pantograph bow.
A motor-driver retriever controls the

trolley rope, and a s o 1 e no i d latch

holds the pan down. The tendency of

wind pressure to blow the pan from

the wire at speeds in excess of 35

miles per hour is offset by the lift of

an airfoil attached between the poles.

CTA had to design this special remote
control pan trolley because available

pantographs did not meet the combined
requirements for a 2 2 -foot high wire,

low car roof, and a light weight limit

on the car roofs. One suitable panto-

graph, which was made to order in

Germany, was placed in use in the

final three months of the project.
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Pushbutton controls for the trolley

devices were also provided so that a

Skokie Swift operator can convenient-

ly make the changeover at Crawford-

East Prairie without interrupting train

movement. The controls include

automatic changeover contactors to

transfer the car electrical load to the

live power source and overriding

automatic trolley pull-down when a

car runs from trolley to third rail.
The traffic burden, as described

in this report, proved to be far more

than possible to serve with four cars.

Two additional cars had to be com-
mitted to the project within its first

ten days of operation, and two more

immediately thereafter.
New panel of push buttons and pilot light at

eye-height on operator's left provides

complete control of pan trolleys.

High performance car number 1 near

Kostner Avenue on a test run, tAarch 11,

1964.



Coupled into one train to bring

the inaugural party to

dedication day ceremonies,
April 18, 1964, car numbers 1

thru 4 made this portrait. In

regular service, 3kokie Swift

operates only single-car trains.

This second group of four cars
assigned to Skokie Swift were numbers
25, 26, 29 and 30 and are practically

identical in appearance and arrange-

ment to cars numbered 1 to 4 . How-
ever, they were built with standard

PCC equipment which provided a top

speed of about 50 mph. Therefore,

to make them reasonably compatible
with the first group of Skokie Swift

cars, field shunting was increased

to give a speed of about 5 8 mph.
Although the motors work harder at

this higher speed, it has proved prac-

tical. In this instance the net heating

burden was tolerable, it seems,
because the 5-mile station spacing

imposes less heating from accelera-

ting and braking than is experienced

in typical service on other routes.

One of four standard cars hastily

diverted from other routes to Skokie

Swift to serve traffic increases,

car 25 is shown here as it appeared
May 25, 1964.
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One of the four 96-seat articulated cars added to bolster passenger capacity.

Like the small standard cars, these are all electric. The main service

brake is dynamic, with spring applied, solenoid released, drum

parking brakes. Magnetic track brakes and track sanders are also

provided for additional control in event of marginal rail surface conditions.

As Skokie Swift traffic continued
its growth during the spring and
summer of 19 64 and again throughout

the remainder of the project, the

problem of supplying additional ca-
pacity on the trains continued. For

several reasons it was important to

solve this without increasing the

number of trains simultaneously on
the line in the peak beyond a total of

seven. Were more trains introduced

"in the circuit," the running time

would have to be increased sharply

from the 6^ minute schedule because
of signal spacing and following dis-

tance limitations at normal speeds.
Greater frequency of trains would
leave very little clear time for auto

traffic at the seven grade crossings

in Skokie. Train congestion at

Howard terminal, where tracks must

be shared with two other routes,

would become critical.

For the solution CTA reached back

to the 3-compartment articulated
units built in 1947-1948 as its first

all-electric cars. One by one they

were completely overhauled and re-

built from stem to stern before intro-

duction into Skokie Swift service .

Modifications for the special
requirements of the route (pan

trolleys and extended field shunting,

for example) were paid for by the

project, but the remainder of the

overhaul and painting cost was
handled by CTA as a normal operating

expense.
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1-4, 25, 26, 29 & 30

\^id\^\A\^U\VA\^\UAU

Series

1-50

51-52

53-54

Builder Length Width Height Seats Weight

St. Louis 48'-0" 9'-4" ll'-lO" 46 43,500«

Puilm;

St. Louis
-y/z" 9'-4" 13'-2" 96 93,000h

No. of

Cars

The articulated cars proved

extremely effective in handling peak
period traffic. Like all Skokie Swift

trains, they are operated with one-
man crews, but they are not used at

times when fares must be collected
in the car. In such periods and in all

non-rush hours, the small standard

car is used.

After two of the articulated cars

became available (each of them with

capacity exceeding that of two small

standard cars) it became possible to

resume e ngi n e ering tests and
improvements on the prototype high-

performance cars. By this time, their

intensive use in Skokie Swift service

had revealed desirable changes. One
at a time, as traffic conditions per-

mitted, they were withdrawn for such

research and development work.

During period s when any of these

cars were not available for service

by reason of such tests or changes,
the project was relieved of the

corresponding interest and deprecia-

tion charges. Similarly, the work
done on these cars was not a project

cost.

Ai)ove.-

P/on and elevation diagrams of

the various cars used on

Skokie SwUt.

Right:

Interior of articulated car

number 53. Note that passengers

may walk to any part of the car

by passing through the diaphragm-

enclosed archways which connect

the three compartments.
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Toward f/ie enc/ 0/ 7965, In eoch rush hour four

standard and thrtt artlculaftd ears wore In

service.

Subsequent to the close of the

project operating phase in April 1966,

cars numbered 23 and 24 were modified

to correspond to 25 and 26 and were
placed in Skokie Swift service. This

permitted the withdrawal of cars

numbered 3 and 4 for further research
work on propulsion and braking
systems. The West German -built

pantograph formerly on Car 4 has been
relocated to Car 24.

All c a r s for the Skokie Swift
project were made available by diver-

sion from other C TA routes. The
shortages which would have other-

wise resulted on these routes were
made up when, during 1964, CTA
purchased 180 air-conditioned high-

performance cars. Many design
criteria of these cars were estab-
lished in part through experience with

the prototype cars on Skokie Swift.

CHARACTERISTICS OF SKOKIE SVdFT CARS that differ

from those of cars assigned to other CTA routes

Top speed is extended to 50 mph or more.

Remote control pan trolley, with automatic retrieve and
automatic changeover switches, are provided for operation

on either trolley or third rail.

Headlight is automatically lighted at front

end of train only.

yfindshield washers are provided.

Double electric horns, with whistle cord extending around
bottom and both sides of front cab window, ore provided.

Corner post coupling springs are omitted.

One train door chain (instead of three) is provided.

Control is arranged to cause a full service (instead

of emergency) brake application when cineston

handle is released.

Four sets of third rail sleet cutters (instead of two) per

ear are provided.

Train name is displayed on dash plates.
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chapter VII

service and riding

riiiiii

The Skokie Swift demonstration

project was dedicated officially at a

ceremony on the morning of Saturday,

April 18, 1954. During the remainder

of that day, more than 3100 persons
took free rides as part of the advance
promotion for the service.

Regular service began at 6 AM on
Monday , April 2 . The surge of

patronage was such that the CTA had
to scrap its planned schedule within

half an hour. Two cars had been
scheduled for the new shuttle service

,

but by 8 AM five cars were in opera-

tion. The CTA had anticipated no

more than 1000 riders for the first day,

but the day produced a total of 3939
riders

.

Fifty trips for the Skokie Swift

trains had been scheduled for the

first day, but the actual first day
operations totaled 75 trips, or 50%
more than anticipated . The next

day the Skokie Swift operation was
increased to 84 trips; the following

day , to92trips,andby the next

week , to 94 trips per day . Ultimately

,

the Skokie Swift service was in-

creased to 115 trips per weekday.

Originally, the weekday service

was planned for between 6 AM and

10 PM, but this period was soon ex-

tended to 1 1 PM because of the
apparent demand. The first immediate

change had been to double the service

in rush periods of weekdays by re-

ducing train headways to five minutes

from an or ig ina 1 interval often
minutes. Service in the mid-day
period also was doubled by reducing

the headways of trains to 15 minutes

from 30 minutes as originally planned.

Substantial gains in weekday
riding were made during the first four

months. By the end of the first week,

riding totaled 4500. Slightly more

than a month later, at the end of May,
the daily volume was up to 5 000 riders

.

Another month later, at the end of

June, it reached 5700. By the end of

July, the weekday riding was up to

6000.
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The first three days of heavy week-
day patronage prompted the CTA to

extend the service to Saturday. On
the first Saturday, 25 trips were given.

Later, as increasing service proved
useful, the number of trips built up to

62 per Saturday with headways of 12

minutes in peak travel periods and 15

minutes at other times. The Saturday
service period, which initially was
7 AM to 7 PM, was soon extended to

cover 7 AM to 11 PM

.

Ridership continued to climb, but

at a slower rate. In October 1965,
the daily volume of riders reached
7000. By the endof the demonstration
period on April 19, 1966, Skokie Swift

average riders per day

weekday

Saturday

^H Sunday ^H

. I . . .

i
I 1

—

MM—

I

1 1 -^^1^

Date



riders per hour

1,000

500 -

northbound

About one-fhird of Skokie Swift riders travel in

the peak hour in each direction on weekdays.
The lightest hour of midday travel yields

less than 1% of the day's total. Data
is as of March 1966.

riders per hour

northbound
Saturday traffic is considerably more evenly

spread out through the day, with about

15% of the traffic riding in the peak
hour and 3 to 5% in each of the ligntest

midday hours.

hour ended
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The chart below compares total passengers

served by conventional rapid transit in

1925 to 7948 with each ofthe two years

of the project. Additional growth occurred

in both 1966 and 1967.

The buildup of passenger volume before a Sunday football game of

the Chicago Bears approaches weekday rush hour intensity.

A previous train had left not more than four minutes before
this picture was taken on October 10, 1965.



romotional
^ If you live in the northern

suburbs, you can ride the

Skokie Swift daily and . .

.

relax in traffic

read the newspaper

doze

read a book

get to work on time

think about the week-end

read a magazine

have an extra
cup of coffee

read

Ride the new Skokie Swift between Dempster
Street. Skokie. and the Howard 'L"-subway station.

Chicago. Takes just 6V2 nninutes! Nonstop every

4 to 6 minutes during weekday rush periods- 15

minute intervals most other limes Operates be-

tween 6 am and 11 p.m. Monday through Friday;

7 am. to 1 1 p.m. on Saturdays. Full transfer privi-

leges. "Free Kiss 'n ri.

pick-up at station. Let the CTA be your second (

One of fhe series of newspaper ads in the fall campaign of 1964

which subtly attacked the frustrations of driving to work.

A promotional program for the new
rapid transit shuttle service was
begun several months before the start

of operations, and was continued

on an intensive basis throughout the

first year of the two-year demonstra-

tion period. Abudget of $70,000
was provided for this promotional

and advertising c a m p a i g n . This

budget was equivalent to 20% of the

anticipated gross revenues. Such an
amount could be considered unusual
in the transit in du s try , which, in

general, is known for its low ex-

penditures for advertising and
promotion. It is not unusual in the

transit indu stry that as little as

one-tenth to three-tenths of 1% of
gross revenues is spent for this

purpose.
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A feature of the promotional pro-

gram was the na mi ng of the new
service Skokie Swift . This proved to

be a catchy name that quickly became
well known throughout the Chicago
area, far beyond the area served. In

Skokie, realtors began mentioning

"Skokie Swift" or the phrase "Near

Swift" in ads of houses and apartments

for sale and for rent near the new rapid

transit route.

Chicago's four major newspapers,
which long had supported transit

improvement projects, carried fre-

quent news stories relating to the

project before and after the Skokie

Swift service began, as did community
newspapers in that suburban area.

Promotional effort began in

earnest February 12, 1964 with

a press inspection of a portion

of the route and a view of

rehabilitation work getting

underway.

The Niles Township Hi Band,

a gathering of dignitaries and
hundreds of people turned out

for pre-lnaugural ceremonies

on April 18, 1964.

Following the ribbon-cutting

ceremony, there were free rides

for all comers. In a 5!^ hour
period, 43 round trips were
made for 3, 100 riders.
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The promotional effort for the Skokie Swift

project included paid advertising by press and
radio, posters throughout the CTA systetrt and,

of course, the public timetables. A total of

447,000 lines of advertising space were

purchased in area newspapers. Local radio

stations as well as certain Chicago stations

with recognized metropolitan coverage were
utilized for about 3,000 one-minute spots about

Skokie Swift. Samples of the text of these

commercials are shown at right.

In December 1965 the timetable shown in part

below was published. This was the final issue

during the project period. Skokie Swift then

became a regular part of the CTA system.

Only minor timetable changes have been

required subsequently up to the date of this

report.

•skokie Swift"

(HUSIC. F^ST - fOSSIBLy SliCCtTO - TO ILmiUTI BITH JcmR'S VOICt .T HTmir....!

I Skokie 3wirt

HIOAOO TRJUISIT AUTHOMTY
"Skokie Swift" A-6521-R

ii^ iiiiMo YiYwe. TO urmm wra turn's wia ti wssms-:

Ride the Skokie Swift t

Ride the Skokie Swift ,

Zlpl And rou're e

1 Chloelo on the CTA.

SkokieSwift^
Leoves Dempster St., Skokie

MONDAY thru FRIDAY

i.40 PM- 4.30 PM Every 10 minutes

1.37 PM. 6.52 PM Every 2>i to 7 minutes

'.00 PM- 10.00 PM 00, 15, 30, 45 minutes

SATURDAY ONLY

Leaves Howord Station

MONDAY thru FRIDAY

VI First Troin

* 8.45 AM Every V/i to 7Y.

*. 3.25 PM 10, 25, 40, 55 r

'/,. 4.15 PM Every 10 minut

,ry 2'/, to 7 r

6.55 PM- 9.25 PM

SATURDAY ONLY



The first period of radio advertising

began on March 30, 1964, about three

weeks before the start of the Skokie

Swift service. Other periods of radio

advertising beganon October 14 , 1964,

and on January 18, 1965. The final

period of radio advertising extended

from November 2, 1965, to January

20, 1966. Spot commercials were
broadcast on several area-wide sta-

tions and several stations serving

Skokie and that vicinity . The OTA
also gave over some of its regular
radio spot commercial time to pro-

moting Skokie Swift.

Public interest in the project

was sustained in part through

recognition of milestones along

the way. Examples were the

"500,000th Rider" ceremony
on August 24, 1964 (above) and

the first anniversary celebra-

tion April 20, 1965 (left).

World wide interest in the project

brings many visitors to see

Skokie Swift. This group from

Stockholm inspected the line

on October 1, 1965.



This is the infernally illuminafed

sign which marks the entrance

driveways at Dempster street.

^~ -1-"

As a "thank you" for their

support of the project and in

celebration of the decision

to continue Skokie Swift as a

regular CTA service, each

rider received a souvenir

pen on April 20, 1966.

On appropriate occasions, the CTA
expressed special gratitude to Skokie

Swift riders for their patronage . Cards
conveying thanks for rider support and
season's greetings were distributed

about a week before Christmas of 1964

and again in 1965

.

Posters, signs and timetables also

w e r e u s e d for ridership promotion.

Increases in service pro m p te d by

growing ridership necessitated the

issuance of 13 revised timetables

during the two years of the demon-
stration project. A large internally

lighted sign, with the name "Skokie

Swift" and the emblem of the bow and
arrow shape of a swift in flight, was
installed at the Dempster terminal.
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Everything included, the net

project cost, originally estimated to

be$524, 000, ended at $485,000. Of
this, $483, 000 represents construc-

tion and improvements . Another

$117,000 represents study costs and

promotional expenses , neither of

which would be carried at such an

intensive level in ordinary transit

operations. These were partially

offset by service improvement costs

(the .net revenue after operating
expense), which ended at $217,000
credit. Interest in lieu of rental of

right-of-way and equipment ended at

$102,000.
After CTA reimburses HUD for the

unamortized value of its contribution

toward project improvements, the net

cost to HUD will be about $83,000.
Skokie will have spent about $34,500.

CTA will have expended about
$127,000 on net project costs,

$241 , OOOfor u na morti z e d project

plant, and it will have committed
about $2.9 million on right-of-way

and rolling stock investment.

Since the gross investment which
Skokie Swift earnings must carry is

about $3.4 million, it should earn

about $170,000 net per year to

break even.
However, assuming joint local

and federal participation in the capital

costs of future similar rapid transit

lines, Skokie Swift has proved that

fares collected could meet all costs

of operation. J^ ^ J^ J^ J^ .3
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SERVICE IMPROVEMENT COSTS
Operation of Skokie Swift train

service and Park'n'Ride lot

CONSTRUCTION OR RENTAL CONTRACTS
RefiabiJitation of Skokie line

Interest in lieu of rental of

right-of-way and equipment

Construction of Park'n'Ride lot

OTHER PROJECT COSTS

Data collection, analysis and reporting

Skokie

NIPC

Public Audit

Promotional Activities

Printing project report

Total

Budget

$(216,717)

101,798

143,455

Actual

$(216,717.24)

101,798.42

143,454.51

585,585
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chapter X
findings of studies

60s and rapid transit

routes as they were in

Skokie in 1966.

LEGEND
— CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

EVANSTON BUS COMPANY
... UNITED MOTOR COACH COMP

GI.ENVIEW BUS COMPANY, INC
T_ CONTINENTAL AIR TRANSPORT

Route ond Slop

A series of in-depth surveys were
made throughout the two years of the

demonstration project to determine

the characteristics of the riders of

Skokie Swift. Riders were surveyed
by return reply postcard and direct

checks. Non-riders were surveyed
through home interview by approved
sampling techniques.

Here are some highlights of the

findings — First: Skokie Swift in a

sense "bearded the lion in its den,"

for Skokie was and is thoroughly ori-

ented to the automobile.

- With a median income in the

$9, 000 - $10, 000 range, car

ownership averages 1 . 4 cars

per household here.
- Autos are the primary mode of

transportation in the study
area. Of the 238, 000 person

trips made on a typical week-
day, 86% are by auto.

- Of the public transportation

trips, 66% are to a n d from

school.

From this kind of market here is

what Skokie Swift was able to do:

- It now provides 20% of the trips

between the survey area and

the Chicago loop.

- 70% of Swift riders have one

end of their journey in the four

central square miles of

Chicago, ten miles from the

Howard terminal.

- About 2 0% of Skokie Swift riders

switched from auto.

- Around 30% represent new
journeys not made at all be-

fore the Swift.

- More than 40% are new to public

mass transit.
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Almost all Skokie Swift trips

end southbound (or begin

northbound) in Chicago. Here
are the southbound destinations

by 2 X 2 mile squares; the

pattern of northbound origins is

similar. See page 49 for the

trip end locations in Skokie.
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Regarding origins and destinations:
- Some riders have north end of

their trip 25 miles or more
beyond Dempster, but the

significant service area is

within 2 miles. At a radius of

J miles it attracts 60% of all

the trips to the loop; at 1 mile

it attracts 35%, and at 2 miles

19%.
- 23% walk to the service (com-

pared to 87% of predecessor
bus passengers)

.

- 30% drive autos into Dempster.
- 28% ride autos into Dempster

as non-drivers.
- 17% arrive at Dempster by bus.
- 86% are from households with

one or more autos . About a

third are from households with

2 or more autos . Half said

they used the Swift even

though an auto was available

to them, indicating 2000 more
rides might be made by auto

if there were no Swift.

Journey time comparison of

Swift to auto has a strong

effect on the rider's selection

of mode; therefore minimiza-
tion of overall rail travel time

is quite important.

The predecessor CTA bus route

lost to the Swift half its pas-
sengers within a mile of

Dempster terminal. However,
since many bus passengers in

this area were not seeking
Chicago destinations and be-

cause of traffic developed
feeding Skokie Swift, the

overall impact has not been
critical, and the route has

resumed growing.

Skokie Swift service stimulaied all transit riding

(including buses) in the area. The chart at the

right shows the before (black) and after (blue)

riding in Skokie by mile square areas. By July
1964, transit riding originating in Skokie had
increased 42% over pre-Swift levels.

MAR-APR 1964

(Beforel
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Questionaires were distributed

on all Skokie buses on

March 10, 1964 as part of

the "before" series of surveys.

Similar surveys were repeated
for comparison in March 1966.

Similar surveys were made of

Skokie Swift passengers in

June 1964 and in March 1966.

In all cases, excellent

passenger cooperation indicated

recognition by passengers of

the importance of the project

to them.

After coding the postcard returns,

punch card runs were made by
the Chicago Area Transportation

Study to extract the study results

reported here.

Passengers traveling out toward
Skokie in the morning and inward by
evening represent 27% of the flow

moving in the opposite directions

.

Most are traveling to work in Skokie

from home in Chicago and do not have
autos available to them. Origin

scatter maps of these riders indicate

that without rapid transit their journey

would exceed two hours each way and

this would u ndoubtedly preclude

their working in Skokie. The

predecessor rail line provided

only 7 such rides per day; Skokie

Swift now pro vide s 1365. Several

hundred job opportunities in the

Skokie valley area have, therefore,

been made accessible by the

Swift to the worker popu 1 a tio n of

Chicago.
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sou T HBOUND SURVEY
To help determine the future of SKOKIE SWIFT' after federal aid ends in April ,

kindly complete

MAIL IT- POSTAGE FREE -OR GIVE TO CTA EMPLOYEE
DEPARTURE TIME

|
| | | |[anr

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1

Where will your trip end?

(Final destiimtion -

not CTA Station)

Please give exact address:

Number and Street

"city

Ill N I I I I I I

rrm
At what station

will you leave

the Rapid-Trau

n

did you park?

<0..eLo.....n

Paid Lot- I—

I

,ot n
Dstreet

Other (specify)

By what means will

you travel after

leaving the Rapid-

Transit System?
(Check one)

Auto Pass I 1

Walk I 1

Ride Bus I I

Other (specify)

H

n

n

the "Skokie

ito to "El"..

Drove Auto Only

Auto Pass, to "El':

Auto Pass. Only

Rode Bus to "El';

Rode Bus Only

Suburban R. R

Did not make this trip before.

Other (Specify)

n
To\

is the purpose

;!" D
D
D
.D

To Shop

To School

To Home

Other (specify)

n

TTTT

H

Origin and destination survey reply postcard used to study

Skokie Swift passenger needs. Similar cards were prepared

{or the survey on suburban bus routes in the project area.

A number of studies on the relation-

ship of Skokie Swift to zoning changes,

land values, apartment rentals, labor

supply and similar subjects were made
by the Northeastern Illinois Planning

Commission a nd the Department of

Community Development of Skokie.

In such matters as zoning and land

values, the two-year period of the

demonstration project appeared to be

too short for effects of Skokie Swift

to become pronounced .

Studies pertaining to the effects

of Skokie Swift on land use were in-

determinate . Changes in such factors

evidently occur too slowly to be

related to a demonstration project of

only two years , especially in a

community as dynamic as Skokie,

having so many other influ ence s

simultaneously at work. In other
instances, however, the new rapid

transit service was found to be a

factor of considerable impact.
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Station wagons and
private buses bring

apartment residents

to trains. Others

distribute workers to

plants and industrial

parks.

Skokie Swift, it was found, opened

up a broader and more stable labor

supply for many new plants that had

been built in that suburban area.

Like many other parts of the Chicago
metropolitan area, Skokie and its

vicinity in recent years had gained

new industrial plants and offices,

largely because of the general pros-

perity, but partly because of a

tendency by some Chicago companies

to relocate their operations to new
sites in the suburb s . One of the

Skokie Swift studies pointed out that

the employment problem of the

Chicago area during the 1960s has

not been a shortage of either jobs or

workers, but rather an unequal and

uneven distribution of both. Further-

more, while much of the increase in

job opportunities has occurred in

suburbs such as Skokie, a large part

of the labor supply has remained in

Chicago where less expensive hous-

ing is available. For many of these

factory workers and office employes,

good public transportation is a basic

need because they cannot afford to

drive an automobile to and from work.
A majority of firms surveyed in

Skokie and nearby Morton Grove re-

ported that at least one of four types

of workers — women, nonwhite,

skilled blue collar, and unskilled
workers — had become more available

to them as a result of Skokie Swift. *

The new rapid transit service, it was
found, had especially opened job

opportunities in these suburbs to non-
white workers 1 i V i n g in Chicago.

One study showed that firms with

relatively easy access to the Skokie

Swift service had lower turnover rates

of employes than did plants far
removed from the Dempster terminal.

Both the "new-hire" and "quit" rates

were the lowest for firms with access
to Skokie Swift.**

To take the fullest advantage of

the Skokie Swift service, some
companies provided special bus
service for their employes to and from

the Dempster terminal. Many of the

firms said they always mentioned the

Skokie Swift service in interviewing

prospective employes.

Non-white workers were cited most often and blue-collar workers least often.

Twenty-seven firms in Skokie and Morton Grove reported the following average percentages of growth

in "new-hire" and "quit" rates for the period 1963-1965:
GROWTH IN: NEW HIRE RATE

725 firms with access to Swift

18 firms with access to othsr transit only

4 firms with no access to transit

QUIT RATE

2

72
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tive full time position available immediately in

nt Suburban office of International Mannfactur«><-

EXCELLENT SALARY +
COMPREHENSIVE BENEFIT PROGRAM

Apply

American Colloid Co.
SUFFIELD CT. SKOKl

Phone 583-0400
are close to Dempster-Edens. CTA Skokie Swift

. Section 2

• Receptionist—To $500
• General Office—To $475
• Secretaries—To $650

pp out of Jrour boredom in your Job or your horaie Intc"-mating world of business. No previous experience n(
' An exceUent opportunity for advancement

3 CHUB SKOKIE NO. 23

KIE OPEN SUNDAY
5126 GREENLEAF

bdm., 2 batti, face brick ran*,

taths- 2 bedrms., ard^^l bath u^o^

mooaSId' wMiw fhmo\t. 'S'' lot,

Id vart. Near sUkie-Switt and

r transDortation. Lower 40's

m. brick ranch, central air cond

i? gar. Nr. Skokle-Swift -

•ance to Eden's. ^

;R1ER BROS.

MORTON GROVE

IMPORTANT BUSINESS VACANT
SKOKIE-MORTON GROVE
FOR LEASE—BUILD TO SUIT

8,000 sq. ft. on Dempster
t Swift "L" bus

35,000 sq, ft. on Demp!
4800 bik. Near Swift "L

59.000 sq. ft. cor. Demoster-Bronx
Adi. Swift "L", bus terminal
19,000 sq. ft. cor. Demosfer-
Oak Park.av., Morton Grove
19,600 sq. ft. cor. Demoster-

NewC8Stte-av., Morton Grove
SKOKIE REALTY CO

<9S4 Demoster-st. OR 5-040

Help Wonted-Women
Stores_and_OHi«L-_

SECRETARY
^^^ ^^

Immedlote P«";?l '« e?ren?nt'"5h°o't-
sonoble oirl •'Muut

19.35.^ New
hond-tvolno skills^ .ftq^ied ^u,,es,

v;.rietv of interesting assign

Howa
Skokie.

NO FEE TO APPLICANT

Empire
mployment Bureau
'STER 673-5
3 DOORS EAST OP SKOKIE SWtFT

The frequency of reference to

Skokie Swift in real estate advertising

was cited as evidence of the benefi-

cial influence of the rapid transit

service on the rental market for apart-

ments. The a dverti sing phrase,

"Near Swift," became a positive factor

in the renting of apartments in the

immediate vicinity of the Dempster
terminal. Here, rentals were found

to be $5 to $10 a month higher than

for apartments of similar size farther

removed from the rapid transit termi-

nal. SkokieSwift was credited, along

with other factors , with contributing

to a continuation of an annual 5%
increase in the level of apartment

rents

.

While the demonstration p e r i o d

was too short for pronounced land use
effects, one major zoning change
during the two years was traced

directly to the influence of Skokie
Swift. That zoning change pertained

to the construction of a building with

41 apartments two bio c k s from the

Dempster street terminal. The builder

said the close proximity of Skokie
Swift was a major factor in his

selection of the site . He also reported

that all apartments were rented long

before the building was ready for

occupancy.
A special telephone survey was

conducted between September 14 and

November 6 in 1964 to determine the

effectiveness of the promotional and

advertising program. Telephone
conversations with 520 households

in Skokie represented a 3% sampling

of the suburb. The households were

selected from a street address listing

to give a geographic distribution

through Skokie and to avoid bias

based on proximity to the Dempster
terminal. The information obtained

was evaluated by the staff of the

Chicago Area Transportation Study.

The CATS staff reported that the

impact of the proj ect on the community
was evident when almost 96% of the

persons interviewed were able to

identify the alliterative label "Skokie

Swift." Furthermore, 82% of those

interviewed considered Skokie Swift

to be "very important to suburban

residents, " according to the findings

by CATS

.
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modal coordination of rail, bus and auto is

an essential factor in solving

Skokie travel problems.

The telephone survey respondents

also were asked how they first

learned of the Skokie Swift service.

There were 52 persons interviewed,

but there were 563 answers to this

question beca u s e some of those

interviewed said they learned about

the service through more than one

way.
Of those interviewed, 290 said they

first learned about Skokie Swift
through suburban newspapers, while

10 5 said they read about it in the

major Chicago newspapers. Twenty-

four persons said they first heard

about the service over Chicago radio

stations; 17 persons from Chicago
television stations, and two persons

from suburban radio. The remaining

125 persons interviewed reported
learning about Skokie Swift through

other media or from friends.

* The Value of Commuters'

A study of data collected by the

project was inde pendently made
by Thomas E. Lisco in a doctoral
dissertation* at the University of

Chicago, department of economics.
Lisco concludes that the actual com-
fort provided by the transit vehicle

can be very important in contributing

to commuter satisfaction. He finds

that commuters make modal choice
decisions rationally on the basis of

alternatives available to t h e m ,

placing a value of $2.50 - $2.70 per

hour on their commuting time and an

extra value of $2.00 per day for the

difference in "comfort" between
driving and using CTA rapid transit.

This leads to his conclusion that the

45*;^ Skokie Swift fare plays a smaller

part in the commuters' selection of

transportation mode than either

comfort or time differential. 13- 13- 13"

jel Time - A Study in Urban Transportation, (June 1967)
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chapter XI

Skokie Swift hauls more than its

predecessors because it is different

in a combination of many modest
ways: frequency, speed, relatively-

new equipment and convenience for

Park' n' Ride users, to name a few.

Avery significant factor also was
the participation in all phases of

the proj ect by the community most
directly affected — Skokie . This

participation provided mo tiv a tio n

to solve the many problems which
inevitably a ceo m pa ny a project
having an important impact on the

people.

The public itself, as a result
of an unusually intensive and
effective promotional campaign,
added immeasurably to the Swift' s

acceptance. To make Skokie Swift

click, the service needed was
provided, and this project made
certain that the customer knew it

.

From the Skokie Swift demonstra-
tion project the following principal

conclusions are drawn:

- That a medium-density sub-
urban area can be linked
effectively with the central

city by a high-speed rail

rapid transit extension on an
economically feasible basis.

That a public investment is

necessary to provide the

right-of-way, equipment and
other facilities for creating

the rapid transit service.

That, under certain conditions,

many stations , long trains and
direct through service from a

suburbinto the central area of

the city are not necessary or

even desirable in providing a

viable rapid transit service.
That, if a high degree of pro-
ductivity can be maintained in

the operation , fare collections

can cover all operating and
maintenance costs.

That a significant n u mbe r of

motorists in a metropolitan

area will switch from their

automobiles in favor of mass
transportation if the alterna-

tive, such as Skokie Swift,

provides them with a conven-
ient, reliable and time-saving
service.

That a Park'n'Ride facility

which provides easy access
from highways at an outlying
terminal of a rapid transit
extension is highly important
to the success of the rapid
transit service.
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That a rapid transit extension

into a suburban area can open
up many job opportunities, a

point of special importance to

less advantaged residents of

an inner city who cannot afford

automobiles to travel to new
suburban plants.

That the utilization of existing

railroad right-of-way can
result in substantial savings

in the public investment in

creating new rapid transit

services, as compared with

costs of providing a com-
pletely new right-of-way.

That a relatively modest public

investment and the applica-

tion of conventional rapid

transit technology can bring

about a new transportation

service for a medium-density
suburban area when such
service is properly planned.

In the past, transit planners have
recommended only buses for loads up
to about 5 000 people per maximum
hour and think, in terms of 10,000 to

40,000 per hour for rapid transit.

This has been commonly accepted to

limit rail transit application to a few
dense travel corridors in cities of a

million or more people. But people

More than half of
Skokie Swift riders

arrive at Dempster by automobile
about equally as Kiss 'n' Ride

passengers (non drivers) and as drivers.

in less populated areas are also

seeking choices in addition to

driving. Such alternatives must be

attractive, in tune with modern
standards of speed, convenience and
dependability. The Skokie Swift
"junior rapid transit," with a peak
hour load of about 1500 appears able

to support afar higher quality of

service than a bus. The question of

whether buses could move the volume
seems unimportant if they do not

generate it, as was the case of the

bus service available in the Skokie

corridor before the Swift was started.

While transit strives for major
" breakthroughs" in technology , Skokie

Swift has shown that a modest im-

provement in each of several aspects

of conventional rail transit service

can also be effective in producing

success.
Guidelines for traffic estimating,

station spacing and special operating

techniques gained through Skokie

Swift have already been applied at

Chicago in planning the Kennedy
and Dan Ryan Extensions. The

Northwest Passage proj ect will

further test improved linkage between
city and suburb by providing a con-
venient interchange between a

commuter rail terminal and Loop 'L'

service. 3 _jF 3 _jF 3 J^
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APPENDIX A
the tables, the following
abbreviations are used:

NB - Northbound
SB - Southbound

GROUP DESCRIPTION

1. all surveyed passengers - "after"

2. all surveyed passengers - "before"

3. surveyed bus passengers - "after"

4. Skokie Swift passengers - "after"

5. newly surveyed passengers - bus

6. "before" bus passengers staying on bus

7. "before" bus passengers changing to Swift

8. newly surveyed passengers - Swift

9. all newly surveyed transit passengers u

3770

2930

3150

210

2720

1050

2100

2310

10. (= 8) newly surveyed passengers - Swift

1 1. former mode - auto driver to 'L'

12. former mode - auto driver only

13. former mode - auto passenger to 'L'

14. former mode - auto passenger only

15. former mode - bus only

16. former mode - suburban railroad

17. trips not made before the Swift

18. new moss transit trips

19. new CTA trips

20. vehicle trips no longer made

FIGURE 1 TRANSIT RIDING IN SKOKIE BEFORE AND AFTER THE SKOKIE SWIFT

Sources: "Before" surveys - March 19 and April 9, 1964
Skoki

js line

Swift- June 11, 1964

; July 16 and 23, 1964

ORIGIN AND DESTINATION STUDIES

A series of five origin and destination surveys of transit users
in Skokie was conducted to determine the pattern of transit rider-
ship in the area and the changes which resulted from the addition
of rapid transit to the range of available modal choice. The fol-

lowing surveys were conducted on the bus routes passing through
Skokie and on the Skokie Swift at three different times in order
to test the effects of the project:

1. Southbound bus riders before Skokie Swift service
began;

2. Southbound Skokie Swift riders shortly after Skokie
Swift service began:

Southbound bus riders shortly after Skokie Swift
service began;
Southbound Skokie Swift riders approximately two
years after Skokie Swift service began;
Northbound Skokie Swift riders approximately two
years after Skokie Swift service began.

Table 1 summarizes the post card return data from these

surveys. The proportion responding to the Skokie Swift ques-
tionnaire is markedly higher than that responding tp the bus
surveys. Interpretation of the bus data must, therefore, be under-
taken with some care to allow for the proposal of biased results.

The higher proportion of cards returned by Skokie Swift users

may be partly the reaction to a major improvement in service.
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TABLE 1—POSTCARD RETURN DATA

Route Cards Cards Codable % of Distr.% ot Distr.% of Ret.

Survey No* Distributed Returned Cards Returned Codable Codable

Busl'



While Skokie Swift attracts riders from a much larger area than
would the bus service, it has also attracted more passengers from
the area surrounding Dempster street terminal than the four bus

lines formerly carried (Table 4).

TABLE 4—ORIGIN DATA

Number of Users with Origin of Trip

Bus 2

6/64-SB
3/66-SB
3/66-NB*

Table 5 also illustrates the widening influence of the Swift. Of
Skokie Swift passengers, more than half travel by automobile to

the transit route. Only about 8% "before" bus passengers travel

by automobile. On the other hand, about 87% "before" bus pas-

sengers walked to the transit, while this figure for Swift passengers

is 29%.

TABLE 5—MODE TO TRANSIT LINE

Within '/2 Mile



Few Skokie Swift passengers are members of households with
no automobile (Table 9). About 86% are from households with
one or more automobiles. One out of four Skokie Swift riders is

from a household owning two or more automobiles.

TABLE 9—AUTO OWNERSHIP DATA

TABLE 12 - MONTHLY TRAFFIC BY DIRECTION

Per Cent of Users Whose Households Own

Survey Auto Auto

2 3 or More
Autos Autos

1

2

3

4

Total

1

2

3

4

Total

25.6 60.7 12.0

35.5 57.5 5.8

22.6 64.0 13.0

23.5 54.0 17.4

27.5 59.7 11.1

25.4 57.3 12.7 1.6

22.6 45.9 29.8 1.3

21.4 58.5 15.5 3.3

16.4 60.9 21.3 1.4

22.7 54,3 20.2 1.8

6/64-SB
3/66-SB
3/66-NB

13.3 55.9

14.0 53.3

16.4 51.2

24.6 2.9

27.1 4.3

26.8 3.9

Table 10 summarizes riders' reports as to whether the family
automobile was or was not available at the time their transit trip

was taken. Almost 60% of Skokie Swift passengers versus about
16% of the "before" bus passengers reported that an automobile
was available for their trip.

TABLE 10—AUTO AVAILABILITY DATA

Per Cent of Trips Where Auto

Survey

Was Not

Available Unknown

Busl 1

2

3

4

Total

Bus 2 1

2

3

Total

6/64-SB -
3/66-SB -
3/66-NB -
A question was included

23.2

15.9

15.3

22.2

19.7

19.2

10.1

13.5

23.0

15.6

76.6

83.8

83.7

75.8

79.7

79.6

86^
76.2

83.9

57.8 40.6 1.6

57.6 41.2 1.3

51.3 46.4 2.3

the final Skokie Swift surveys
whether they had or would again that day be riding the Skokie
Swift (Table 11). Almost 30% reported they would not be using
the Swift for their return trip. This figure coincides fairly well

with actual passenger traffic data shown in Table 12.

Northbound Skokie Swift passengers consisiently averaged
85% -90% of the southbound traffic "after" the first seven months
of operation.

TABLE II—RETURN TRIP DATA (IN PER CENTS)

3/66-SB 3/66-NB

Yes 70.1

No 28.8

Unknown 1.1

Month

1964

April (10 days)

May
June

July

August

September

October

November
December

1965

January

February

March

April

May
June

July

August

September

October

November
December

1966

January

February

March

April (11 days)

Passengers

Northbound Southbound

19,696

53,372

61,676

64,923

61,594

59,982

68,343

64,226

73,694

61,761

60.987

72,743

70,802

68,343

76,726

74,289

72,574

69,691

78,897

78,620

81,612

20,849

56,149

64,300

66,659

64,311

63,308

73,358

70,685

83,481

70,099

71,202

83,459

81,084

76,686

85,751

82,880

40,545

109,521

125,976

131,582

125,905

123,290

141,701

134,911

157,175

131,860

132,189

156,202

151,836

145,029

162,477

157,169

153,955

148,541

167,435

166,728

174,778

NBas
%of

SB Riders

94.4

95.0

95.9

97.3

95.7

94.7

93.1

90.8

71,969 84,572 156,541 85.1

70,233 81,081 151,314 86.6

80,748 92,395 173,143 87.4

47,430 54.562 101.992 86.9

In the Skokie Swift survey riders were asked how they made the
trip before Skokie Swift service began. The results, summarized
in Table 13. show that in the first survey about 25% were new
mass transit users and about 7% would not make the trip before
Skokie Swift service began. In the surveys taken near the close of
the second test period almost 28% of the southbound riders and
34% of the northbound riders reported new journeys not made
before Skokie Swift began. Although some of these riders may be
new Skokie residents, the substantial size of the change indicates

that the Swift, by adding to the range of modal choice, has
increased the movement of people between Skokie and Chicago.
It has allowed people to make trips which were not feasible before.

TABLE 13 - PREVIOUS MODE DATA
MODE USED BEFORE SKOKIE SWIFT SERVICE BEGAN

Percent of users Purvey Date and Direction

Auto Driver to 1'



APPENDIX B

HOME INTERVIEW STUDY

PURPOSE AND PROCEDURES
The second major study is the home interview survey. This was

a survey of households in Skokie and that part of Morton Grove
east of Harlem Avenue. This study compared users of Skokie

Swift with non-users in an effort to identify characteristics of the

individual, of the household, of the occupational group, of the

trip itself, which significantly affect the choice an individual will

make about his mode of transportation.

Chicago Area Transportation Study prepared more than 125

pages of instructions detailing the sampling procedures. These
were reproduced in their entirety in the special appendix to

Skokie Swift Progress Report No. 5. Approximately 2,000 inter-

views were conducted between September and November, 1964.

The sample included one in 22 households in Skokie and one in

1 1 households in Morton Grove. In addition, approximately 300
Skokie Swift rider households were interviewed in order to pro-
vide statistically more reliable data on their characteristics. This
gave a total of 2,487 interviews from all sources, of which 2,205

were completed, giving 21,727 person trips.

Expansion factors were applied to the data in accordance with

the sampling rate and then adjusted for non-interviews. As in

other surveys of this type, it was found that trips with a social

recreation purpose were understated. Therefore, an additional

expansion factor was applied to such trips. This factor was de-

rived from control data from CATS and other transportation

studies for areas having selected characteristics similar to those of
the study area.

HOUSEHOLDS CHARACTERISTICS IN THE SURVEY AREA
The final results of the home survey show that Skokie is a pre-

dominantly single-family dwelling unit area. Over 70% of the

families are in single-family structures, and 12% of these families

are in structures built since 1960.

The average household contains 3.5 persons. Of the heads of

households, 50% are professional or technical workers, managers,
and proprietors. The median income per household is in the

$9,000-$ 10,000 range. Car ownership averages 1.4 cars per house-
hold, ranging from one car in households with income below
$7,000 to 1.7 cars in those above $12,000.

Each household makes 9.7 person trips on the average day. Of
these trips. 38% are by some mode other than driving an auto-
mobile.

CHARACTERISTICS OF WEEKDAY TRIPS
BY SURVEY AREA RESIDENTS

Just over 238,000 person trips were made by residents of the
survey area on an average weekday in the autumn of 1964. Of
these, 14% were by public transportation. Of the trips by public
transportation, 66% were children riding school buses. Various
trip characteristics have been determined and compared with
similar information obtained from data collected in Skokie in

the CATS 1956 home interview survey.

Although the average number of persons per occupied dwelling
unit has remained the same, increases have occurred in automo-
bile ownership rates and in tripmaking rates. Auto ownership per
dwelling unit has increased 17%. Person trips per dwelling unit

have increased 3%. The increase in the automobile trip rate

was 9%.
While the percentage of automobile driver trips has increased

16% and auto passenger trips slightly, public transportation modes
have not retained their former share of total trips. The percentage
of trips decreased 79% and rail transit trips 25%.
The data indicate that a smaller percentage of trips was made

for the purpose of going home, to work, or for personal business.

Per cent of trips for shopping, social, and recreation purposes
increased. The fact that fewer trips are home-related indicates

that more people tend to make stops at two or more places be-
tween their departures from and returns to home.

Travel by time of day was shown to vary greatly. Public trans-

portation in particular shows extreme peaking. Auto driver trips

have the lowest peaks and are fairly evenly spread between the
hours of 8 a^m. and 8 p.m.

CHARACTERISTICS OF WEEKDAY SKOKIE SWIFT
TRIPS BY SURVEY AREA RESIDENTS

During the period of the home interview, survey area residents
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made an average of 3,230 trips per weekday on the Skokie Swift.

As has been noted in passenger counts, there has been an im-
balance between inbound and outbound trips. Examination of the
interviews reporting a southbound but not a northbound Skokie
Swift trip indicates that some southbound Skokie Swift riders

going to work ride home with a fellow worker in his auto and
also that a very few southbound riders return too late to ride the
Swift, which makes its last trip back to Skokie at 10:45 p.m.
The number of Skokie Swift trips per household, calculated for

the Skokie area only, is 0.15. The rate is, however, strongly
affected by distance from the Dempster street terminal.

Some Swift riders have north origin or destination 25 miles or
more beyond Dempster terminal, but the significant service area
is within two miles of it. For example, the Swift captures about
60% of the person trips to the Loop having their north end within
a radius of Vi-mile of Dempster. At a radius of one mile it

attracts 35% of such trips and at two miles, 10%.

EFFECTS OF THE SKOKIE SWIFT ON THE TRAVEL
HABITS OF SKOKIE AREA RESIDENTS

Skokie Swift trips originating in the survey area niake up just

over 1% of all trips originating in the area. On the other hand-,

a total of 6,950 weekday trips were made between the survey
area and the Loop. The Swift accounts for 20% of these trips.

Trips between the survey area and the corridor within a mile
of the North-South rapid transit line totalled 9,220, of which the
Swift serves 2%.

TRIPS DIVERTED TO THE SKOKIE SWIFT
Results of an analysis of travel time differences and ratios indi-

cate that users of the Skokie Swift have a good idea of alternate
travel times by mode. Of the modes considered, the greatest
decreases in average travel time and the smallest travel time ratios

were evidenced by former bus and other rapid transit users.

Travel cost differences and ratios were computed for the data.
However, the results of the analysis indicated no apparent relation-
ship between cost and modal choice existed.

The third variable considered was travel distance. Using the
travel distance difference measure, it was found that for Loop-
bound trips the greatest increase in average travel distance was
incurred by former bus users (2.5 miles) and by former automo-
bile passengers (2.1 miles). Slight increases were shown by former
railroad and other rapid transit users (0.1 and 0.3 miles, respec-
tively). Former automobile drivers increased their average trip

length by 1.4 miles when they switched to the Skokie Swift. The
travel distance ratio analysis showed basically the same results.

TRIPS NOT DIVERTED TO THE SKOKIE SWIFT
In this section of the analysis two characteristics of trips not

diverted to the Skokie Swift—travel time and travel distance —
and the hypothetical characteristics of these trips if they had been
diverted to the Skokie Swift were compared with trips which were
diverted. Hypothesized times and distances were based on the
actual portal-to-portal trip. That is. the individual was hypothet-
ically directed to the Skokie Swift and any modes necessary for
the individual to connect his origin with his destination preceding
or succeeding the Skokie Swift were included in the calculations.
As in the section dealing with the trips diverted to the Skokie
Swift, the measures of time and distance used as the basis of
analysis were differences and ratios.

Using both difference and ratio measures, the analysis of travel
time indicates that as Skokie Swift time approaches time by alter-
nate mode, there is a rapid rate of substitution, indicating that
people are quite rational about their choice of mode. For the
most part, diversion to the Swift from other modes takes place
when the Swift time is less than that of the alternate mode. Diver-
sion begins later for automobile trips than for rapid transit trips.

That is, the point on the time difference scale (hypothesized Swift
time minus actual time) where Swift ridership first becomes less
than 100% of total ridership is negative and absolutely greater
for automobile trips than for rapid transit trips.

Analysis of distance differences and ratios leads to the same

sorts of conclusions reached using measures of time.
Although either time or distance might be used as a predictor

of modal split, distance is generally not the primary criterion
people use in making their choice of mode. It appears more likely

that the choice is contingent on the relative elapsed times of the
modes under consideration and that the regular and predictable
shapes of the distance curves are based on a close, direct relation-
ship between time and distance.

MODAL DISTRIBUTION BASED ON
SELECTED VARL^BLES

A number of household and individual characteristics of trip-

makers has been found in other studies to be important in ex-

plaining and predicting travel patterns.

Absolute elapsed time and distance by mode do not appear to

be as highly correlated as one might expect. For example, al-

though Skokie Swift trips are concentrated at the longer distances,

they fall into an intermediate time range. This disagrees with the

commonly held opinion that some distance measure can be sub-
stituted for elapsed time or some other measure of relative loca-

tion in predictive models, such as those used in estimating modal
split.

Whereas more than 55 per cent of the males who can drive

make their trips as automobile drivers, only 30 per cent of women
drivers do so. Females, both drivers and nondrivers, in general
tend to use modes of public transportation. Male nondrivers travel

for the most part as automobile passengers or on the Skokie Swift.

People in the 25-44 year old age brackets make most of their

trips as auto drivers. In each of the three age classes included in

this range, the proportion of persons who drive is between 50 and
60 per cent. People over 65 make use mostly of public transpor-
tation. It is interesting to note that the percentages of persons
choosing the Skokie Swift, and to a lesser extent other forms of
public transportation, do not vary markedly between age group-
ings.

As expected, the proportion of persons choosing to drive in-

crease with increasing household income, and as income decreases
the percentage choosing some form of rapid transit increases

concomitantly. The one exception to the latter statement is ttie

Skokie Swift. The proportion of Swift users is fairly constant
through all the income brackets.

Considering trips by occupation and industry classifications of

the tripmaker, concentrations by mode are evident. Over 50 per
cent of the trips made by managers and proprietors, sales people,
craftsmen, operatives, and service workers are auto-driver trips.

Housewives make more than 50 per cent of their trips as auto
passengers. Between 20 and 30 per cent of the trips made by
professional-technical and clerical persons are by Skokie Swift.

People in construction, nondurable manufacturing, retail sales,

wholesale sales, and in business, repair, and entertainment show
the greatest propensity to drive. Persons under the other indus-

trial classifications generally use the various forms of public
transportation.

Automobile ownership appears to be a good predictor of modal
choice. As automobile ownership increases, so does the propor-
tion of auto-driver trips. The reverse is true of rapid transit trips.

This latter trend is less pronounced for Skokie Swift trips than
for other rapid transit trips.

Automobile availability, too, is a good predictor of mode.
About 67% of all persons having an automobile available to

them for any given trip choose to drive. Of those who do not
choose to drive, most (17.8% of those with an automobile
available) choose the Skokie Swift. Fifty per cent of the persons
who have no automobile available, but who can drive, choose the
Skokie Swift and 35% choose other transit. Non-drivers (most
children) are usually automobile passengers (52.2%) and rapid
transit users (39.9%).
From this consideration of selected socio-economic variables, it

is apparent that any modal split analysis must employ a number of
characteristics not only of the trip in question but also of the
trip-makers and of their households.
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Abandonment of operations

(CNS&M), 8-9, 17

Acquisition of rigtit-of-way, 9, 12, 15

Advertising campaign

(sei? promolional program!

ANNIVERSARY
first, 42

second, 43

Apartment rentals, 51, 53

Application, 10-11, 14

Articulated cars, 21, 25-26, 31-32

Audit, 45

AUTO
availability, 61

ownership, 5, 46, 61

registration, 26

"Before" and "After" studies, 48, 50-51, 58-61

Budget, 12-14, 38, 44-45

Bumping post, 17, 45

Bus service, 7, 10, 46, 52, 56

Cables, 12, 19, 21

Canopy, 17

CAR EQUIPMENT
air-conditioned, 33

articulated, 21, 25-26, 31-32

capacity, 32

characteristics of, 33

costs, 32, 45

5000-series, 25

investment, 44

1-50-series, 26-27, 30

PCC, 25-27, 30

plan and elevation diagrams, 32

rehabilitation, 31-33

6000-sefies, 26-27

table of comparisons, 27

truck designs, 27

wheel diameter, 27

other references to, 10, 12, 19, 28-29

Car miles, 13

Cat ownership, 5, 46, 61

Census of manufactures, (1958), 4

Chicago, City of, 2-5, 13, 26, 46, 52

Chicago, University of, 54

Chicago Area Transportation Study,

2,9, 14,45,50,53
Chicago Bears, 35, 37

Chicago and North Western Railway, 5

Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and

Pacific Railroad, 5

CHICAGO NORTH SHORE AND
MILWAUKEE
abandonment of operations, 8-9, 17

acquisition of right-of-way, (CTA), 9, 12, 15

inlerurban service, 5, 7-8

right-of-way construction, 15

strike, 7

trolley poles, 28

Chicago Rapid Transit Company, 5

CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY
application to HUD, 10-11, 14

board, 9, 40

news releases, 40

participation in net cost, 10-11, 14, 44

planning department, 10

project manager, 14

project responsibilities, 14, 17

quarterly reports, 1

trackage rights, (1948), 7,9
other references to, 2-3, 5, 9, 25, 28, 42

Christmas greetings, 43

Commercials, 40-42

Commonwealth Edison Company, 12

Conclusions, 55-56

CONSTRUCTION
costs, 44-45

during project, 22-23

Park'n'Ride contract, 18

right-of-way, (CNS&M), 15

other references to 19, 21

Contingencies, (budget), 13

CONTRACTS
construction, 18

rental, 9, 13,45

COSTS
buildings, 12

cables, 12

car equipment, 32, 45

construction, 44-45

depreciation, 45

estimates, 12-13, 44

fencing, (right-of-way), 45

final report, 45

maintenance and operation, 12, 45

net, 10-12, 14, 44-45

Park'n'Ride lot, 12, 45

promotional program, 12, 44-45

rehabilitation, 13, 44-45

right-of-way, 12, 44

service improvement, 13, 44-45

signals, 45

study program, 12, 44-45

track, 12, 45

other references to, 9, 13

Crawford avenue, 23, 28-29

CROSSING GATES
automatic, 17, 19

costs, 45

Dan Ryan extension, 56

Data collection, analysis and

reporting, 13, 45

Dedication ceremony, 30, 34, 39

DEMPSTER STREET
station, 10, 13, 16-17, 22, 45

terminal,3, 7, 10, 12, 14-15,

17, 20, 43, 48, 53

other references to, 6

Depreciation, 12-13, 32, 45

Depression, (1929), 7

Dodge avenue, 23

EASEMENT
rental of, 45

rights, 12

East Prairie road, 6, 16,23,28-29

Edens expressway, 5, 10, 13

Emblem, 43

Employment, 50, 52

European tramways, 28

Estimates, (cost), 12-13, 44

EVANSTON
bus company, 11

Shoppers Special/- 26-27

other references to, 3

EXPRESSWAYS
Edens, 5, 10, 13

Kennedy, 5, 9, 13

other references to, 8

EXTENSIONS
Dan Ryan, 56

Kennedy, 56

FARES
adult, 10

child, 10

method of collection, 3, 10

other references to, 32, 44, 54

FEDERAL GRANT
application for, 10-11

authorization of, 14

legislation, 12

Fencing costs, (right-of-way), 45

Final report costs, 45

Financial results, 44-45

First anniversary, 42

5000-series cars, 25

500.000th rider/' 42

Fixed plant, 12

Footwalks, 18

Gates, 17-19, 45

Germany, 28

Glenview, 12

Grade crossings, 17, 19, 31, 45

Grant (see federal grant)

Grantee, 14

Guidelines, 56

Hamlin avenue, 23

Harmswood, 13

Headways, 34

Heaters, (radiant), 18,21

HHFA, Housing and Home Finance

Agency, 2, 10, 12

Home interview study, 46, 62-63

HOWARD STREET
station, 23

terminal,3, 7, 9-10,12, 15,

31,46

HUD, Housing and Urban Development,

Dept. of, 1-2, 10-12, 14, 44

Inspection ride, 39-40

Interest, 12-13, 32, 44-45

Investment, 12, 44, 55-56

KENNEDY
expressway, 5, 9, 13

extension, 56

Kiss'n'Ride, 2, 56

Kostner avenue, 22

Labor supply, 51-52

LAND
use, 51, 53

values, 51

Line car, 17

Line supervision expenses, 45

Lisco, Thomas E., 54

Mam street, 16, 22

MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION
costs, 12, 45

responsibility for, 14

other references to, 56

Mileage table, 23

Milwaukee, (service to), 7

Modal choice, 54

"Name-Tram," 3

National Housing Act of 1961, 2, 9

Near Su,/t.- 38, 53

Net costs, 10-12, 14, 44-45

News releases, (CTA, Skokie), 40

Newspaper advertising, 3, 38-41, 54

Niles Center, 6, 11, 17, 22

Niles Township Hi Band, 39

North Shore Line f see cns&M)
Northeastern Illinois Planning

Commission, 14, 45, 51

Northwest Passage, 56

Oaktonstreet, 11,22, 24

Objectives, 2, 10-11

Old Orchard, 10, 14

1-50-series cars, 26-27, 30

OPERATIONS
costs, 12-13, 44-45

first day, 3, 34

responsibility for, 14

other references to, 56

Organization, 12

Origins and destinations, 46-51, 58-61

Pantrolley, 17, 28, 31

Pantograph, 28, 33

PARK'N'RIDE LOT
construction contract, 18
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costs, 12, 45

enlaigement of, 18-19

expenditures, 45

fee, 2, 10, 18

maintenance and operation, 12, 14

receipts, 12-13, 45

spaces, 2, 13, 18

other references to, 17, 22, 55-56

Participation in net cost, 10-11, 14, 44

PCC CARS, (see President's Con/ere:

Com
Person trips, 46

Plan, 9-10

Plan and profile, 22-23

Plant, 12

Platforms, 12, 17-21

Population, (Skokle), 4, 7

Postcard survey, 46, 50-51, 59

Posters, 43

Preface, 1

Preparations, 15, 18

President's Conference Committee

Cars, 25-27, 30

Printing project report, (cost), 45

Project manager, 14

PROMOTIONAL PROGRAM
budget, 13, 38, 44-45

commercials, 40-42

costs, 12, 44-45

dedication ceremony, 30, 34, 39

effectiveness of, 53-54

nevispapers, 3, 38-41, 54

posters, 43

radio, 3,40-42, 54

responsibility for, 14

signs, 43

television, 3, 54

timetables, 40-41, 43

other references to, 55

Public audit cost, 45

Quarterly reports, 1

Radiant heaters, 18, 21

Radio advertising, 3, 40-42, 54

REAL ESTATE
ads, 3, 39, 53

other references to, 7, 51

REHABILITATION
budget, 45

cable renewal, 19

cars, 31-33

costs, 13, 44-45

crossing gates, 17, 19, 45

during protect, 22-23

grade crossings, 17, 19, 45

responsibility for, 14

other references to, 12, 16,21,31,40
Rental contracts, 9, 13, 45

Rentals, (apartment), 51,53

Report m brief, 2-3

Responsibilities, 14, 17

REVENUES
allocated to project, 12

net operating, 45

Park'n'Ride lot, 12-13, 45

other references to, 38

Ribbon-cutting ceremony, 39

RIDERS
average, per day, 35

characteristics of, 46

first day, 34

monthly, by direction, 61

per hour, 36

predecessor, 3, 7-8, 12, 48

record highs, 35

Saturday, 35-36

Sunday, 37

total, 35, 37

vieekday, 35-36

other references to, 3, 19, 25,

29, 31-32, 48

Riderstiip promotion {see

promotional program)

RIGHT-OF-WAY
acquisition of, 9, 12, 15

construction, (CNS&M), 15

costs, 12, 44

fencing, 45

investment, 12, 44

plan and profile, 22-23

other references to, 7-8, 18, 55-56

Round trips, 13

ROUTE (rail)

plan and profile of, 22-23

serving Skokie, 5, 7-8, 46

Running time, 10,25, 31

PCC cars, 25-26

Saturday service, 34

Schedules, 3, 31, 34

Searle parkway, 22-23

Second anniversary, 43

SERVICE
bus, 7, 10, 46, 52, 56

CNS&M, 7-8

CRT, 5

expenses, 45

first day, 34

improvement costs, 13, 44-45

increase in, 43

interurban, (CNS&M), 5, 7-8

preparations for, 15

rail,5, 7-8, 46

responsibility for, 14

revenues, 45

Saturday, 34

Sunday, 3, 35, 37

weekday, 34

other references to, 2-3, 19, 50, 55

"Shoppers Special.- (Evanston), 26-27

Shopping centers, 10

Shops, 9, 12, 23, 28

Signal system, 12, 17, 19, 31

Sljns, 43

6000-series cars, 26-27

SKOKIE
bhs«97, 10-11

shops, 9, 12, 23. 28

other references to. 11, 31

SKOKIE, VILUGE OF
area, 4

car ownership, 5, 46, 61

census of manufactures. (1958), 4

department of community

development, 51

income, 5

industrial development, 4

mayor, 8-9

news releases, 40

participation in net cost, 14, 44-45

population, 4, 7

proiecl responsibilities, 14, 17

transit needs, 4-8

trustees, 8-9

village board, 9

other references to, 2, 10, 42, 52, 55

Slogans, 40

Snow melters, 45

SPEED
PCC cars, 25-26

scheduled, 10

other references to, 28, 30

Sponsors of project, 2-3

STATIONS
demolition of, 24

Dempster, 10, 13, 16-17, 22, 45

expenditures, 45

Howard, 23

spacing, 10

Stockholm visitors, 42

Strike, (CNS&M), 7

STUDY PROGRAM
"Before" and "After". 48,

50-51,58-61

CATS, 2, 9, 14, 45, 50, 53

costs, 12, 44-45

data collection, analysis and reporting,

13, 45

findings, highlights of, 46-48

home interview, 46, 62-63

NIPC, 14,45, 51

origin and destination, 46-51, 58-61

postcard survey, 46, 50-51, 59
responsibility for, 14

telephone survey, 53-54

Substation, 20, 45

Sunday service, 3, 35, 37

Telephone survey, 53-54

Telephones, (costs), 45

Television, 3, 54

TERMINALS
Dempster, 3, 7, 10, 12, 14-15,

17, 20, 43, 48, 53

Howard, 3, 7, 9-10, 12, 15, 31, 46

other references to, 2, 56

Third rail, 15, 17, 28-29

Timetables, 40-41, 43

Toonerville trolleys, 6

Track, 12, 22-23, 45

Trackagerights,(1948), 7, 9

TRAFFIC
average, per day, 35

estimates, 13

first day, 34

monthly, by direction, 61

per hour, 36

predecessor, 3, 7-8, 12, 48

record highs, 35

Saturday, 35-36

Sunday, 37

total, 35, 37

weekday, 35-36

other references to, 3, 19, 25, 29,

31-32, 48

TRAMWAYS
Japanese, 28

European, 28

Transfer, 10

Trips, 13,21,34-35

TROLLEY
poles, 28

power collector, 20

wires, 15, 17, 20, 45

Truck designs, 27

Turnout, 20, 45

United States Housing and Home
Finance Agency fsec hhfa)

United States Department of Housing

and Urban Development (see hud)
University of Chicago, 54

Village of Skokie, fsee skokie. Village of)

Want-ads, 53

Weekday service, 34

Wheel diameter (cars), 27

Wilmette, 3

Windbreaks, 17

World War II, 4-5

Zoning, 51, 53

65
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